JOE BIDEN?
On UAW issues:
Joe Biden knows the importance of raising wages for UAW members and their families.
Joe Biden is committed to manufacturing policies to create good union jobs including support for
electric vehicles and tax policies that punish shipping UAW jobs overseas or south of the border
instead of rewarding companies for exporting UAW jobs.
Joe Biden is also committed to Investment in infrastructure that creates value for our communities
and good paying jobs where workers can join unions.
Joe Biden is committed to shrinking ﬁnancial inequality in our country so that working people take a
bigger share of national income.
Joe Biden knows there cannot be a strong economy without ﬁrst dealing with the COVID-19
pandemic, and he has a plan to address the urgent needs for national leadership,
coordination and provision of testing, contact tracing and PPE.
Joe Biden supports passage of the HEROES Act.
Joe Biden will rebalance power between workers and employers by holding corporate executives
personally accountable for violations of labor laws. He will encourage and incentivize unionization
and collective bargaining and ensure that workers are treated with dignity and receive the pay,
beneﬁts, and workplace protections they deserve.
Joe Biden supports the PRO Act to protect the right for workers to organize.
Joe Biden supports raising the minimum wage to $15, eliminating the tipped minimum wage and
indexing the minimum wage to inﬂation to protect workers’ purchasing power.
Joe Biden wants to improve the safety net for workers by expanding access to work sharing with
funding from the federal government so workers remain employed during down times. It would turn
the unemployment system into an employment system which is important considering that most
people get their health insurance through their employer.
Joe Biden will spend $1.3 trillion on our nation’s infrastructure and wants the investment to create
good jobs where workers are free to join unions.
Joe Biden will reinstate the EV tax credit to help Americans buy energy efﬁcient cars and he will
enact policies to promote the domestic manufacturing of EVs.
Joe Biden will build an EV charging network.
Joe Biden will make a $1.3 trillion investment in our nation’s infrastructure by making sure the
super-wealthy and corporations pay their fair share. Speciﬁcally, he will reverse the excesses of the
Trump tax cuts for corporations and reduce incentives for tax havens, evasion, and outsourcing.
Biden will make sure corporations pay their fair share.
That is why your brothers and sisters on UAW CAP committees have endorsed Joe Biden for the ofﬁce of
President of the United States.
Why Joe Biden? He’s right for our economy and he’s right for your UAW jobs.
For more detail see the UAW Economy fact sheet.

